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August 25, 2014 
 
Brothers and Partners, 
 
As we return to normalcy at Mont La Salle after the 6.0 earthquake in the Napa Valley yesterday, we are 
fortunate to have had no one injured.  We are very appreciative of the offers of help and the outreach of prayer 
and concern for what has been a jarring time for us, and a tragic time for many people in the Valley.   
 
An update on Mont La Salle: 

 As you know, no one was hurt. 

 Al Sanchez was able to do a walkthrough of the buildings and property.  All major systems (fresh water, 
electrical, gas) are all working.  The Hess Winery maintenance staff were also very much on the alert in 
checking major systems that we share.  More thorough checks will be done this week. 

 The emergency generator gave us power immediately after the quake and stayed running until about 
noon yesterday which means the regular power turned back on.   

 Offices and rooms are discombobulated.  Lots of things that were on shelves are now on the floor.  
Drawers and cabinets opened.  Some offices and rooms show little effect.   

 The scaffolding that is on the entire bell tower remains in place.  We have been having the dome 
repaired and retiled.   

 Around the buildings, a number of the regular roofing tiles have come down.  Nothing extensive, but will 
need some attention before rainy season. 

 The road coming up from the valley is now more adventuresome than before.  Small rock slides once 
you get to the windy section.  Two road fissures (one at the bridge and one right as you start up the last 
mile of rad) have been turned into bumps for the County road people.  There are more dips and bulges 
so be careful.  Most of them are marked with warning cones. 

 
We are hearing from various people. 

 Heather’s rental house shifted eight or so inches and is uninhabitable.  She is staying with the Brothers 
in the Provincialate.  Members of the Office of Education are helping her move things out.   

 The Carmelite Monastery in Oakville (the priests do our masses at Mont La Salle and many places in the 
Napa Valley) also are not allowed to go back into their monastery.   

 The Hess Winery is also cleaning up after what we have heard to be damage to equipment and stock.   

 Most of our staff has power and water in their homes, though a couple still have no water.  We have 
been assisting them as needed.  

 Justin-Siena High School, as are all the schools in the area, is closed today but faculty and staff are 
reporting in to help clean up the class rooms and offices.  They, too, are accessing the building and 
utilities to make sure all is ready for the start of school.  The students in the international residence 
(former convent of the Dominican Sisters) that had just arrived two weeks ago were doing well when we 
checked in with them later in the morning of the quake. 
 



2. 
 

 The city and county response to the emergency has been very good, and the local people have been 
pitching in to help each other out.   

 
In the midst of the challenges that Sunday brought, the staff here, particularly the nurses at the Holy Family 
Community, as well as the Conference Center and maintenance staff were exceptional in their response.  A 
number of them left their homes to come up to Mont La Salle to make sure things were put back into order, 
especially for the Holy Family Community, and the main chapel for the regular Mass we had on Sunday. 
 
Continue to keep in prayer the many people in the region who are still without services and are cleaning up after 
such a traumatic and destructive experience. 
 
Live Jesus in Our Hearts, 
 
 
 
Br. Donald Johanson, FSC    Br. James Joost, FSC 
Visitor       Auxiliary Visitor 


